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Humanbeings arepeculiar.In laboratoryexperiments,they often cooperatein
one-shot prisoners'dilemmas, they frequentlyoffer 1/2 and reject low offers
in the ultimatumgame, and they often bid 1/2 in the game of divide-the-cake.
All these behaviors are puzzling from the point of view of game theory. The
first two are irrational,if utility is measuredin a certain way.' The last isn't
positively irrational,but it is no more rational than other possible actions,
since there are infinitelymany otherNash equilibriabesides the one in which
both players bid 1/2. At the same time, these behaviors seem to indicate that
people are sometimes inclined to be cooperative, fair, andjust. In his stimulating new book, Brian Skyrms sets himself the task of showing why these
inclinations evolved, or how they might have evolved, under the pressure of
natural selection. The goal is not to justify our ethical intuitions, but to
explain why we have them.
Skyrms's strategyis to equate "oursense of justice" with a set of behavioral dispositions. He assumes that these dispositions evolved because they
led to behaviorsthat were on averagefitterthanthe ones triggeredby alterna*
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Skyrms explicitly notes the need for the "if' in this statement;there is nothing in game
theory that requiresthat utility be measuredin terms of materialresources. For example,
if people care enough about others, then it isn't irrational for them to cooperate in
situations that may seem to be one-shot prisoners' dilemmas. However, if games are
defined in part by the utilities involved, then a game in which cooperationis the rational
action is not a one-shot prisoners' dilemma. Perhaps,then, we should interpretSkyrms'
models, not as explaining why people sometimes behave irrationally,but as explaining
why people sometimes perceive utility in ways that are orthogonal to material selfinterest.
Although Skyrms does a good job describing mathematicalideas informally, those not
already familiar with game theory may find it useful to consider simple algebraic
representationsof some of the argumentsthat Skyrms presents. See, for example, Sober
(1994, p. 17) for a presentationof R.A. Fisher's analysis of sex ratio evolution and Sober
(1994, pp. 137-39) for the calculationof the equilibriumin the Hawk-Dove game.

tive dispositions. In the three games mentioned above, Skyrms invokes the
concept of positive correlationbetween individuals.3For example, although
defectors do better than cooperatorsin one-shot prisoners' dilemmas when
players pair at random,the reverse is true when there is a sufficiently strong
tendency for like to pair with like.4
Skyrms's frameworkhas a surprisingconsequence-it entails thatmodern
humanbeings are inclined to behavejustly. This doesn't mean that we all act
justly all the time, anymore than a bunch of soluble sugar cubes must all
dissolve. But the disposition is in us all. Is this implication something we
should accept? The idea that some people not only fail to act justly, but also
lack the inclinationto do so, cannotbe dismissed out of hand.And even if we
assume that all modernhumanshave a "sense of justice," there is the issue of
how well this sense is capturedby the disposition to bid 1/2 in divide-thecake. The problem begins in our own society. We suspect that many people
in the here and now would disagree with the idea that equal division of a
resourceis always whatjustice requires-especially if one partywould benefit
from the resource more, or if one had invested more in producing it. These
common intuitions are used by utilitarians, Rawlsians, and libertariansto
erect their separate theories, none of which entails that resources should
always be split 50/50. An additional dimension of this problem comes to
light when we recognize thatjustice has meant different things in different
places and times. How universal is the sense of justice that Skyrms takes as
his explanandum?Perhapsthere are core ideas aboutjustice that are cultural
universals. Skyrms offers no evidence on this point. In fact, the empirical
information mustered in Skyrms's book is extremely slender. He cites the
experiments we mentioned. After that, his efforts go into formulating and
exploring mathematicalmodels, whose intendedresults are that they predict
the behaviorsobservedin the laboratory.
There is an alternativeexplanationthat is worth exploring for some of the
behavioraltendencies that Skyrmsconsiders.The Newcomb problemand the
problemposed by Fisher's smoking hypothesis structurallyresemble the oneshot prisoners' dilemma (Lewis 1979). A standarddiagnosis of why people
reach the wrong decision in Newcomb/Fisher settings is that they confuse
cause and correlation. Perhaps people do the same thing in the one-shot
prisoners'dilemmaand in divide-the-cakeas well; they say to themselves "the
other player is just like me, so whatever I do, he'll do too." If so, the
tendency to cooperatein the prisoners'dilemma and to bid 1/2 in divide-thecake has nothing specifically to do with ethics.
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This idea also is used in the section of the chapter on meaning called "Signals for
Altruists."
Here Skyrms employs an idea that has figured prominentlyin discussion of the evolution
of altruism; in addition to the references that Skyrms supplies, see Sober and Wilson
(1998) for a review of this work.
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Skyrms begins his book by drawing an analogy between sex ratio evolution and the game of divide-the-cake. In fact, there are importantstructural
dissimilaritieshere. Skyrmsconsiders only pure strategiesin his treatmentof
divide-the-cake,and to explain why Fairevolves ratherthan a Modest-Greedy
polymorphism,he invokes an assumptionof positive correlation.His models
involve deterministicdynamics, reflectingthe assumptionof infinite population size. In the case of sex ratio evolution, however, mixed strategies must
be consideredfrom the start;a parentalpair's mix of sons and daughtersis the
result of its producinga son with probabilityp and a daughterwith probability (l-p). In Fisher's model, a 1:1 population sex ratio evolves because
parental pairs form at random. W.D. Hamilton showed how patterns of
inbreeding and dispersal can make uneven sex ratios evolve. To explain, in
the case of randommating, why an even sex ratio is achieved in a population
by having all parents produce sons and daughters with equal probability,
ratherthanby having differentparentspursuedifferentmixed strategies,finite
population size must be invoked (on which more below); however, when an
uneven sex ratio evolves in a structuredpopulation, finite population size
isn't needed to explain why all individuals follow the same mixed strategy
(Orzacketal., 1991).
As mentioned earlier,the key idea that Skyrms invokes is that of positive
correlation. Skyrms defends the realism of this assumption; if interactions
tend to be among relatives, then interactorswill tend to resemble each other,
if the phenotype in question is influencedby genes. How far does this observation take us in establishingthe plausibility of Skyrms's proposed explanations? An additionalquestionthatneeds to be addressedis whetherthe different strategiesthat Skyrmsdescribesare heritable.Do offspringtend to resemble theirparents?This might be due to sharedgenes or to learningand imitation. Since subjects did not all act the same in the experiments that Skyrms
cites, the question of heritability (at least in the present, if not in the
unobservablepast) should be tractable.But more importantly,we need to ask
whetherour ancestors(recent or more ancient)really played divide-the-cake,
the ultimatumgame, and the one-shot prisoners'dilemma. A selective explanation of the sex ratio strategy now found in a species depends on the fact
that sex ratio was an adaptiveproblem when the species was evolving. The
symmetricalpoint is that Skyrmsis committedto the idea that humanbeings
now bid 1/2 when they play divide-the-cake because earlier human populations faced adaptiveproblemsthat had the structureof divide-the-cake.Some
doubts arise here (D'Arms, 1996; D'Arms, Batterman and Gorny, 1998).
Although it makes sense to suppose that our ancestors had to divide
resources, how plausible is it to think that they had to bid simultaneously
and that they would have lost everything if their bids had totaled more than
100%?As for one-shot prisoners' dilemmas, the fact that ancestral humans
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lived in small bands suggests that interactionswere almost never one-shot.5
An analogous limitation attaches to the ultimatumgame (sometimes called
"take it or leave it"), which requires that the proposer has no reputationto
maintain.The ecological validity of all three games is highly questionable.
When Skyrms shows thatpositive correlationhelps Fair evolve in dividethe-cake, his point is that the more positive correlationthere is among interactors, the larger the basin of attractionis of the Fair monomorphism,compared with the Modest-Greedypolymorphism.Skyrms views the robustness
of 100% Fair as evidence that it is more "likely" to have evolved; it is the
end state of a "larger"set of initial conditions. However, the question of
robustnesscan be raised in other ways. For example, Skyrms considers positive correlation but not negative correlation among interactors; D'Arms,
Batterman,and Gorny (1998) have found thatcertaintypes of anti-correlation
lead to some fairly robust polymorphisms. They consider patterns of
association in which individuals tend to pair with those unlike themselves,
irrespective of whether this does them any good. The realism of this
arrangementmay be doubted. However, suppose that individuals seek out
partnerswith an eye to maximizing their own advantage.'Then Greedy will
want to pair with Modest, but not with itself or with Fair. Fair will want to
pair either with itself or with Modest, but not with Greedy. And Modest will
be indifferent. We suspect that this pattern of association qualitatively
resemblesthe one thatD'Arms and Battermanconsidered-it shouldprovidea
largerbasin of attractionfor the polymorphicequilibrium.
The question of robustnessalso should be posed by adding mixed strategies to the threepure strategiesthat Skyrmsconsiders.For example, consider
the strategy Mix, which has the agent bid 1/3 with probability 0.5 and bid
2/3 with probability0.5. Here are the payoffs to row:
Fair

Greedy

Mix

1/3
1/2

1/3
1/2

1/3
0

1/3
1/4

Greedy.... 2/3
1/2
Mix

0
1/6

0
1/6

1/3
1/3

_________Modest

Modest
Fair

In this game, Mix and Fair are both evolutionarily stable strategies, and the
Modest-Greedy polymorphism is an evolutionarily stable state. The main
diagonal of this table indicates that Fair will evolve if there is a sufficiently
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It is worth noting that cooperative strategies (such as tit-for-tat) can evolve in iterated
prisoners'dilemmas when individualspair at random.Positive correlationisn't essential.
This is a pervasive fact about human (and some nonhuman) interactions-we often
choose the individuals with whom we associate; the pattern of association is not
exogenously fixed. The consequences this has for the evolution of altruismare discussed
in Sober and Wilson (1998).
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strongpositive correlationamong interactors.In this respect, the competition
among these four strategiesresembles the competition among the three pure
strategiesthat Skyrms considers. The situationbecomes more complicated if
we allow finite population size to introduce an element of drift into the
dynamics; in this circumstance, a monomorphic mixed strategy is more
robust than a polymorphism of pure strategies (Hines and Anfossi 1990,
Young 1993)-the idea of positive correlationisn't needed to explain why
Mix is more likely to evolve than a Modest-Greedypolymorphism.Unfortunately, this fact does not settle whetherFair is more robustthan Mix; we can
offer no solution to this problem at present. Mix is just an example of the
mixed strategies that need to be considered before Fair can be regardedas a
robustsolution to divide-the-cake.
Our technical comments in this review should not obscure what we take
to be the main point. Just as in the case of sex ratio evolution, mathematical
models are one thing, empirical reality another. We are not complaining
about idealization. Rather, our claim is that a lot more empirical work is
needed to show how model and realityare connected. Until then, it is an open
question how much correlatedevolutionarygame theory in divide-the-cake,
the one-shot prisoners'dilemma, and the ultimatumgame has to tell us about
the evolution of the social contract.
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